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Corona warning app for Europe: Pepp-PT relies on Bluetooth, data protection an

BREAKING NEWS - ECJ judgment: Eastern European EU countries were
not allowed to refuse to ACCEPT refugees

New Corona warning app

This te hnology is to become Europe's
infe tion alarm
To uncover infection chains, researchers and companies have
developed a privacy-friendly technology called Pepp-PT. They
explained to SPIEGEL in advance how it works and when it could
become important.
By Marcel Rosenbach and Hilmar Schmundt
04/01/2020, 11∶03 a.m.

Maybe I got infected? Pepp-PT is intended to help identify the risk at an early stage
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In the debate about the use of digital technologies in the ﬁght
against the new coronavirus epidemic, there is a new
European approach that is supposed to dispel fears of
extensive monitoring by "tracking apps". In the past few
weeks, a team of around
employees from institutes,
organizations and companies in Europe has developed a
solution that is intended to be an alternative to the tracking
technologies that are sometimes used in Asia. These are
sometimes used against the will of the user, and some enable
other users to identify infected people, like a digital corona
pillory.
The project Pepp-PT (Pan European Privacy Protecting
Proximity Tracing) is supposed to be completely different .
The plan: The users voluntarily load an app on their
smartphone , which subsequently triggers an alarm if the user
has stayed near a person who has been tested positive for
corona and who also uses the system. The user is only
informed of this fact: You were close to an infected person.
What the app does not show: who was infected and when or
where exactly the contact took place. Pepp-PT is dataefﬁcient, it is said to be a kind of digital ruler that warns when
the distance to a risk person has been exceeded. The principle
is called "proximity tracing". "We collect no location data, no
movement proﬁles, no contact information and no identiﬁable
features of the end devices," says Chris Boos, founder of the
Frankfurt-based company Arago. He presented the panEuropean project to SPIEGEL in advance in a telephone
conference together with co-initiators Thomas Wiegand, head
of the Fraunhofer Heinrich Hertz Institute in Berlin, and
Marcel Salathé from the Digital Epidemiology Lab at EPFL in
Lausanne.

All a ti les on he new ype of corona virus
On December 31, China ﬁrst contacted the World Health
Organization (WHO). Cases of enigmatic pneumonia increased in

the city of Wuhan. In the meantime, several 100,000 people have
been shown to be ill, the situation changes from day to day. On this
page you will ﬁnd an overview of all SPIEGEL articles on the subject.

The most important thing: "We're not just another app",
emphasize the Pepp-PT developers. They are not presenting
an app, but something like a standard, on the basis of which
different apps can be built quickly and cheaply. They call this
"reference implementation". They want to make the source
code of their solution, the entire technological substructure
("backend") and a trunk version of an app available. Based on
this, countries or start-ups can then develop their own apps.
The makers are also targeting the health systems of poorer
countries that cannot afford to develop themselves and could
thus use a solution. But if you want to ofﬁcially belong to the
family of new European Corona apps, you have to have your
own app certiﬁed by the new consortium like a digital TÜV,

How Pepp-PT works
The distance measurement is carried out with Bluetooth Low
Energy, so all app users must have Bluetooth activated in order
for it to work. ( Learn more about this and other locationbased tracking and tracing methods here .)
Pepp-PT generates temporary IDs so that the users cannot be
identiﬁed. If another smartphone approaches with a Pepp-PT
app, both exchange their respective IDs and save them
encrypted and locally, i.e. not in any cloud. If a user is
diagnosed with coronavirus infection, the doctor asks the user
to transfer his contact list to the central server. He only sees
the IDs in the list and can then use the app to warn them that
they have had contact with a person who has since been
identiﬁed as infected. The whole thing should work across
borders - even if app users travel through several European
countries.
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The Bundeswehr supported the developers with test runs, says
Wiegand, "to calibrate the distance measurement algorithms".
Because where you wear your smartphone and which model
have an inﬂuence on the measurement: "We spent a lot of time
getting it right".

When to use Pepp-PT
Currently, all citizens have to behave as if each of them is
(potentially) contagious. This actually only applies to a
fraction, perhaps in the percentage range. This is where the
new project comes in. The solution is based on the
epidemiological necessities to interrupt infection chains and at
the same time respect the strict European data protection rules
and fundamental European values such as privacy and
personal responsibility, says EPFL researcher Salathé: "From a
medical point of view, we do not have to know where the
contact took place to stop chains of infection. " The Federal
Data Protection Ofﬁcer and the Federal Ofﬁce for Information
Security (BSI) accompanied the project development as well
as the Robert Koch Institute (RKI) in Berlin, says Wiegand,
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One should not be under the illusion that the technology is
suitable for currently and rapidly reducing the number of
cases, says Salathé. The goal is to use it as widely as possible
when normal life gets going again and new chains of infection
are at risk. In order not to risk another shutdown, it is
important to quickly discover and interrupt the new sources of
infection, as is currently done in Singapore or South Korea but not with a hammer, but with a scalpel.
All pupils in Germany still have to stay at home. But if the
number of infections drops to a tolerable level, it may be
enough that thanks to digital infection warning systems, only
individual school classes have to be quarantined - or even only
individual students. "Every single case can be the spark that
ﬂares up an epidemic," warns Salathé. He hopes for
quarantine for a few rather than massive restrictions for
everyone.

Why Pepp-PT is not a silver bullet either
However, the creators are dependent on the cooperation of the
citizens in several ways: They must actively participate by
downloading, no government forces them to do so, no
provider brings the app pre-installed on the smartphone. In
addition, especially older citizens who are at greater risk may
not have a cell phone. The same applies to younger children.
And if a user has been warned, then he must also react
correctly. In Hong Kong, for example, the quarantine is closely
monitored by suspects, including electronically. The new
tracing project cannot and should not perform this quarantine
monitoring. "We strongly rely on voluntary action and

personal responsibility," says Salathé. It is also a dangerous
place where a particularly large number of people have
become infected, such as the "Trumpet" restaurant in Berlin or
the "Kitzloch" in Ischgl, Austria , could not be tracked
down with the tracking program, which should still be done by
the local health department. The new system can therefore
only be part of a larger puzzle. But there are also limits to
personal responsibility: Not everyone is free to report
themselves as "infected": Only doctors and ofﬁcial bodies such
as health authorities should be able to report infected people
in Pepp-PT. Otherwise the system would be too easily misused
by pranksters and trolls, for example to stir up panic with false
alarms.
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The idea of proximity tracing is not new. A warning app called
Ebolapp, which is supposed to protect against the deadly
Ebola virus, also uses Bluetooth and was tested in Liberia in
Africa last year. In
, the Italian computer epidemiologist

Ciro Cattuto at the Isi Foundation in Turin experimented with
electronic infection warning systems. Now the pioneer is part
of the pan-European team.
Cambridge researcher Eiko Yoneki tested a similar system
called "Fluphone" in
to warn of ﬂu infections. One
problem: the users did not participate, not even one percent of
Cambridge residents used the ﬂu warning app, and the project
fell asleep. It would be ideal if more than percent of the
population installed a Pepp-PT app, believes Christophe
Fraser from the Big Data Institute at Oxford University, who is
involved in the development of a British Corona app.
"Our system would be helpful even at thirty percent," says
EPFL researcher Salathé. The company is in contact with
Fraser and wants to keep the British and pan-European
systems interoperable.
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So far, the initiators have ﬁnanced the work on the project
themselves, according to Chris Boos. They want to remain
"completely independent of governments" in the future, found
an association based on the model of the Red Cross and raise
donations. EPFL researcher Salathé received a ﬁrst donation
of CHF . million last week from the Swiss Botnar

Foundation in Basel for the work on the project. Now they are
advertising for colleagues, developers, new collaborations at
home and abroad. And of course the trust of users.
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